
Abstract
Digital control SMPS (Switching Mode Power Supply) technology

For the overall energy saving, Switching Mode Power Supply (SMPS) 
achieved by various analog technologies began to apply digital technologies. 

In first generation of Digital control SMPS, the partial digitalization based on 
hardware is achieved, and it provides the communication, high efficiency, easy 
correction using memory and so on as features of digital technology.

In second generation, the control of the switching power supply became 
possible by the software technology of processor (mainly DSP) base now. The 
advancement of the semiconductor process technology improve the processing 
speed of DSP, the performance gain of the A/D converter and also PWM are 
remarkable. Then, it has become an environment where the high-speed 
switching control by DSP can be applied easily.
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Transition of Digital SMPS

MPU or Sequencer +  Analog SMPS   ; On/Off control, Communication 

2004 2005 2006          2007          2008          2009          2010    2011          2012

(MPU) + Controller IC + Analog SMPS ; 
PI control & Adjustability  with limitation,  

DSC to SMPS ; Digital control by Software,

DSC for SMPS ; Full digital controll by Software
High speed A/D converter, 
High resolution PWM, 
High performance DSP

Supplementation for Analog SMPS

Separation & Supplementation from/to Analog SMPS



Analog & Digital Control in first generation
Analog control of DC-DC converter

Digital control in first generation of DC-DC converter 
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Digital control in second generation
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Digital control system example in second generation
Feedback control system by software operation on DSP 

Full digital control by cooperated operation with software & hardware
Both of high speed AD converter & high resolution PWM generator achieve the control in a cycle
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Circuit configuration of switching power supply
Applicable to AC - DC, DC – DC, insulation type, non-insulation, PFC (Power Factor Correction), and etc.  

Push-Pull Half-Bridge

Full-Bridge

Single-Ended
Insulation type

Primary Secondary

Chopper

Up converter

Insulation type
Insulation type

Non-Insulation type

Non-Insulation type

Down 
converter

Insulation type

•PFC (power factor correction)
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Feature of control DSC in designing process of SMPS
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A, Selection of PWM minimum resolution
B, Correction of ADC
C, Design of PI control filter

Block diagram of a feedback control system



Influence of PWM minimum resolution

<10 bits resolution> <16 bits resolution>

Step response



Feature of High Resolution PWM 

1LSB = 1ns step

2ns/DIV
8LSB

High Resolution PWM

The transition time of the PWM waveforms depends on the accuracy of the reference clock 
(quartz oscillator,  and ceramic resonator).  

Moreover, the minimum resolution can be selected according to the permissible error 
independently from CPU clock frequency. 

The minimum timing resolution of 
PWM is decided by the power 
source switching speed, and the 
amplitude resolution of the A/D 
converter. 

The power MOS driver and its 
pre-driver must correspond to the 
performance of the PWM, to 
achieve the expected 
performance of SMPS.



Influence of ADC resolution

<8 bits resolution> <16 bits resolution>

Step response

Bouncing operation = Ripple



High speed A/D converter for multi-channel inputs 
Analog type SMPS achieve the low cost and low power system in the application of 
single channel or few channels or a special requirement. 

Digital control SMPS achieve the total power reduction at any time and conditions. 
Key words;
Self power consumption, Number of output channels, Conversion speed of A/D converter,

Processing speed, Dynamic control optimization, etc. ) 
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Influence of control delay

< 2 samples (cycle) delay > < No control delay >

Step response
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Transfer function of PI control
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m(k) = mP(k)+mI(k) = KP･Er(k) + mI(k)

Step. 1  Linear Transfer function (continuous time)

Step. 2  Difference equation on discrete time

mI(k) = KI･Ts ･{Er(k) + Er(k-1)}/2 + mI(k-1)
m(k) = mP(k)+mI(k) = KP･Er(k) + mI(k)

; Laplace transform

; Z-transform

; Backward Euler

; Trapezoidal(Tustin)



Transfer function of PI control
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Embodiment of PI control 

割込み 理開始処 /PI制御/PWM更新

PWM出力

ADC起動/SLEEP復帰

1.8V系消費電力

V: 1V / DIV
H: 1uS/ DIV

V: 1V / DIV
H: 1uS/ DIV

V: 1V / DIV
H: 1uS/ DIV

V: 50mW/ DIV
H: 1uS/ DIV
注）測定系遅れ時間を含む

GND

GND

GND

GND

WAIT-P480M-S60M-DLY7U

ADC start & Interrupt (Wake up) →

← ADC data latch & 
PWM data calicuratin

← ADC data latch & PWM data calculatin
PWM data updat

Go to SLEEP  →

Delay tome of control

PWM minimum resolution : 1.0ns,  System clock frequency : 60MHz，Sleep mode : WAIT

Improvement of power consumption and control delay time.

PWM output

ADC start / Sleep return

Interrupt prs. start / PI cont. / PWM update

V: 50mW/DIV
H: 1uS/DIV
*Including delay time 
of measurement

1.8V PWR consumption



Adaptability of load change
total power conversion efficiency

The black line : Control for maximum effect at the rated dissipation of the power supply circuit.

The red line : Adaptability control corresponding to the change of load electric power.

Adjustment to become a maximum effect by the rated dissipation of the power supply circuit. 
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Advantages & Disadvantages of Digital power supply

Advantages of digital control power supply.
1. Miniaturization and reduction of parts in surrounding 

⇒ space & cost reduction , higher reliability, expanding life, etc.
2. High efficiency : Advanced technology &  optimization corresponding to the load change by dynamic 

software control technology . (topology control for dynamic change between loop filters)
3. High accuracy  : Numeric & logical operation by software unrelated to the characteristics of  parts. 
4. Long life, and the high stabilization (There is no secular distortion). 
5. Hardware standardization : Product development and variation depending on firmware.  Development 

speed improvement (application of the best control method). 
6. The mass production quality improvement: Smaller dependency to parts in surrounding. 
7. Various corrections and automatically compensation : Temperature, part difference, voltage, etc. 
8. Accumulation of know-how of control software, and its protection. 
9, Communication  : Status monitor, data logging, function upgrade, system cooperating operation , etc.. 

Miniaturization, high efficiency, optimization (topology) and communication
for engineer, supplier, system, user and the earth

Disadvantages of digital control power supply.
1. Non available to higher switching frequency( >= 1MHz)
2. External FET driver 
3. Power consumption of DSC
4. Cost of DSC
5. Inexperienced software design



Thank you very much 
for your attention.
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